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ABSTRACT: The present work is focused on the development
and the validation of a mechanistic model describing the
degradation of drug-loaded polylactic-co-glycolic acid micro-
particles and the drug release process from such devices.
Microparticles’ degradation is described through mass con-
servation equations; the application of population balances
allows a detailed description of the hydrolysis kinetics, which
also takes into account the autocatalytic behavior that
characterizes bulk eroding polymers. Drug release considers
both drug dissolution and the diffusion of dissolved active
principle through the polymeric matrix. The diffusion of
oligomers, water, and drug is assumed to follow Fickian
behavior; the use of effective diffusion coefficients takes into account the diffusivity increase due to polymer hydrolysis. The
model leads to a system of partial differential equations, solved by means of the method of lines. The model predictions
satisfactorily match with different sets of literature data, indicating that the model presented here, despite its simplicity, is able to
describe the key phenomena governing the device behavior.
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■ INTRODUCTION

In the drug delivery field, aliphatic polyesters are common
materials for bioresorbable devices, such as microparticles, which
are the object of study in the present article. Polymers like
polylactic acid (PLA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), poly-ε-
caprolactone (PCL), and their copolymers, such as poly lactic-
co-glycolic acid (PLGA), are commonly employed in a wide
range of medical devices thanks to their interesting properties.1−3

Starting from the 1970s, when the first bioresorbable suture
threads were developed,3 aliphatic polyesters are now widely
studied as devices for the controlled release of drugs, growth
factors, and proteins.1,4−9

Such materials naturally degrade in in vivo environments
because of the hydrolysis mechanism, thus avoiding surgical
operations for device removal and improving patients’ recovery.
As device degradation proceeds, the loaded active principle can
diffuse through the matrix, reaching the target tissue or the
systemic circulation.
Generally speaking, device behavior in terms of both

degradation and release characteristic times is the result of the
synergic effect of several phenomena.10−12 Polymer degradation

involves several mechanisms. Polymer hydrophilicity/hydro-
phobicity and crystallinity determine the water uptake and thus
hydrolysis dynamics; indeed, hydrophilic and amorphous
materials can retain a greater amount of water and thus are
subjected to a faster degradation. Water uptake is also influenced
by molecular weight; the initial amount of adsorbed water
decreases as the molecular weight of undegraded device
increases.
As mentioned, polymer degradation occurs due to the

hydrolysis mechanism: water penetrates into the matrix and
breaks ester bonds, which constitute the polymer backbone. The
resulting oligomers can diffuse in and out of the matrix and act as
a catalyst for the hydrolysis reaction because of their carboxyl
groups, as degradation is enhanced in acid environments.10,13

Moreover, loaded active ingredients can interfere with
hydrolysis, speeding or slowing the process depending on the
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specific interactions with the reaction.10,14,15 The dynamics of
both water diffusion and hydrolysis regulate the degradation
mechanism. On one hand, if the characteristic time of water
penetration into the matrix is lower than the depolymerization
one, then homogeneous or bulk degradation takes place since the
entire matrix is subjected to hydrolysis reaction. In contrast, if
ester bonds are hydrolyzed faster than water diffusion,
heterogeneous or surface degradation occurs; only the surface
is subjected to degradation, while the bulk remains intact.
Currently, it is widely accepted that the degradation mechanism
also depends on device geometry. Von Burkersroda16 introduced
a critical thickness to decide upon the degradation mechanism:
when the device characteristic length is above the critical
thickness, surface erosion occurs, whereas bulk erosion takes
place otherwise. Notably, bulk-eroding materials may transition
from homogeneous degradation to heterogeneous degradation
when the autocatalytic effects are significant at the center of the
material due to extended diffusion length.17

Drug release depends on drug dissolution (since only
solubilized drugs diffuse) and diffusion through the matrix.
The dissolution dynamics is primarily influenced by the
solubilization limit (which decreases as drug hydrophobicity
increases) and crystallite dimensions, which determines the
specific surface available at the water/drug interface. In more
complex situations, drug solubility can be also affected by the
presence of different crystalline and hydrate forms and
recrystallization phenomena.12 If the active ingredient is loaded
into a bioresorbable matrix, the release rate is also influenced by
device degradation. As hydrolysis proceeds, new and wider
diffusion paths are created since polymer chains become smaller
and more distant from each other; the overall result is thus a
dynamic increase of drug diffusivity in the matrix.
The good overview of the most relevant involved phenomena

and their synergic effect in the overall device behavior resulted in
a sparkling research activity in the mathematical modeling field,
as recently reviewed by several authors,18−21 aimed at providing a
reliable quantitative description of polymer degradation and drug
release.
Literature offers many examples of mathematical models,

based on deterministic22−26 or stochastic27−29 approaches, with a
lumped22−24,26 or detailed25,30−36 description of hydrolysis
kinetics. Device degradation can be coupled with drug release;
drug diffusion is usually assumed to follow Fickian behavior.37,38

In order to describe the interplay of device hydrolysis and
diffusivity, diffusion coefficients can be related to monomer
concentration,27 molecular weight,33,34,39 or porosity.23,26,28

In this framework, we developed a mathematical model
focusing our attention on polymeric microparticles. Among the
existing devices, PLGA-based microparticles gained a relevant
role because they combine a variety of interesting features, such
as a good biocompatibility and biodegradability, a tunable release
rate,5,40 the encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs, which
otherwise would possess a poor oral bioavailability,41 and an
easy administration through injection or oral ingestion.5

Degradation phenomena are described through mass
conservation equations, by means of population balances,
which allow a detailed treatment of chain hydrolysis. The
autocatalytic effect is explicitly taken into account, assuming a
degradation rate proportional to the concentration of acidic
moieties. Mass balances also take into account diffusion
phenomena (assumed as Fickian) since the resulting oligomers
can diffuse through the matrix and their local concentration

determines the hydrolysis enhancement due to autocatalytic
effects.
Drug release is described taking into account both the

solubilization dynamics of drug crystallites and the diffusion of
the dissolved active principle through the matrix. The diffusion
coefficients of the involved species (oligomers, water, and drug)
are expressed as a function of the average molecular weight, thus
reproducing the diffusion enhancement along the degradation
reaction.
One of the most interesting peculiarities of the model derives

from the coupling of device degradation and drug release since
these phenomena are connected to each other.42 As mentioned,
polymer hydrolysis creates new and wider diffusive paths, which
implies a dynamic enhancing of drug diffusivity within the matrix.
In literature, drug diffusion is usually described through the
analytical or numerical solution of Fick’s second law, fitting an
apparent diffusion coefficient, which implicitly contains the effect
of both device degradation and drug dissolution.18 The here
proposed model aims at overcoming such limits, offering a more
complete and detailed view of the involved phenomena and their
mutual interactions. This approach has been validated with
independent sets of experimental data taken from the literature,
involving microparticles’ degradation43−45 and release of
paclitaxel,43 lidocaine,44 and ibuprofen.45

■ MODEL DEVELOPMENT

All simulations are referred to a surrounding environment
constituted by a phosphate buffer saline solution (pH 7.4) with a
temperature of 37 °C. The polymeric microparticles are modeled
as a sphere of constant volume with radial variations in
concentrations, being subjected to bulk degradation since their
diameter is below the theoretical critical threshold above which
surface degradation becomes dominant (7.4 cm for aliphatic
polyesters). Moreover, experimentally, aliphatic polyesters of all
sizes are known to undergo bulk degradation in physiological
relevant conditions.16

The model only considers a radial coordinate, as the particles
are assumed to be perfect spheres. The microspheres diameter
distribution is not taken into account; calculations are carried out
assuming that all particles have the same size, whose value is
equal to their mean diameter.32

Polymer degradation, due to acid-catalyzed hydrolysis
mechanism, is described according to the following kinetic
scheme:46

+ + ⇒ + ++
+ +P W H P P Hn m n m (1)

The influence of the loaded active ingredient on polymer
degradation is not treated explicitly in the model, but its effect, if
present, is implicitly contained in the hydrolysis kinetic constant.
The PLGA copolymer is described as a homopolymer, with a
pseudomonomeric unit whose molecular weight is a composi-
tion-weighted average between lactide and glycolide units.
Water molecules penetrate inside the matrix and break long

polymeric chains into small oligomers, which can diffuse through
and out of the matrix. The aforementioned kinetic scheme is
described in detail by means of mass conservation equations, by
coupling population balances47 with a reaction−diffusion
approach. In particular, only the diffusion of oligomers with a
chain length up to 9 units is taken into account, as suggested by
Batycky et al.32 In order to reproduce the autocatalytic effect,
which characterizes bulk eroding biopolymers, the degradation
rate is proportional to the overall carboxyl moieties concen-
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tration (and thus to the polymer concentration). The water
diffusion inside the matrix also causes the solubilization of the
loaded active ingredient, whose dynamics depends on drug
loading and its solubilization limit. If the drug concentration is
higher than the solubilization limit, dissolution dynamics must be
taken into account, while this phenomenon can be reasonably
considered instantaneous (and thus neglected) if the drug
amount is well below solubilization limit.33,34

Polymer Degradation. According to kinetic eq 1, a water
molecule breaks one long chain in two smaller fragments; among
the degradation products, only water and oligomers up to
nonamers diffuse inside the matrix, whereas longer chains are
assumed to be nondiffusing. These assumptions allow writing
mass conservation equations for the monomer (eq 2.a), the
diffusing oligomers (with a chain length comprised between 2
and 9, eq 2.b), polymer chains (with a number of monomeric
units equal or higher than 10, eq 2.c) and water (eq 2.d),
respectively:
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where CM, Cn, and Cw are the molar concentrations of monomer,
polymer chains of length n, and water, respectively; DM, Dn, and
Dw are diffusion coefficients for monomer, diffusing oligomers,
and water, respectively; r is the microparticle radius, and kd is the
degradation kinetic constant. The model assumes that diffusion
follows Fickian behavior; diffusion coefficients are included into
the derivative operator since they depend on molecular weight,
which varies along the radius as hydrolysis takes place.
Since the degrading polymer chains may consist of up to 104−

105 units, it would be necessary to solve a quite large number of
differential equations (eq 2.c). Therefore, the method of
moments is applied for n > 9, reducing the population balance
(eq 2.c) to three equations: the statistical moments of order zero,
one, and two. The generic kth order statistical moment is defined
as follows:47
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Monomer, oligomers and water mass balances can be
reformulated in terms of statistical moments:
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By applying the definition of kth order moment, three partial
differential equations describing the time evolution of statistical
moments can be obtained:
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Statistical moment-based approaches proved to give a
satisfactory description of degradation phenomena, as already
presented in our previous works.30,31,33,34,48

These three partial differential equations substitute for the
large number of differential eqs (104−105) needed to describe
the concentration time evolution of polymer chains with a chain
length equal to or higher than 10. Statistical moments allow
computing average properties of interest such as polydispersity
and molecular weight, whose spatial and temporal evolution
influence the effective diffusion coefficient. Moreover, the
moments of the first three orders have a physical meaning: the
zeroth order moment is equal to the overall polymer
concentration per unit volume, the first order moment represents
the overall concentration of monomeric units per unit volume,
and the second order moment is related to polymer
polydispersity. Concerning boundary conditions, the symmetry
of water, monomer, and oligomer concentration profiles is
imposed at the microparticle center, while at the microparticle/
environment interface the mass transfer resistance at the particle
surface is taken into account:
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where Cb,i is the ith species concentration in the bulk phase of
surrounding environment and kC,i

ext is the ith species mass
transfer coefficient. Such value is equal to 0 for monomer and
oligomers and to 0.055 mol cm−3 for water. This is consistent
with the periodic removal of the surrounding constituted by
water.
Initial conditions for water, monomer, and oligomers consider

a null concentration since microparticles are supposed to be
anhydrous and without residual short chains. Initial conditions
for statistical moments are referred to nondegraded polymer.
Details about the employed equations and their derivation are
given in the Supporting Information.
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Drug Release. Concerning drug release, the model assumes
that the drug is uniformly distributed inside the matrix and
diffuses according to Fick’s law. It is also assumed that drug
molecules are not affected by the pH value inside the matrix, i.e.,
the local acidic environment has no influence on the active
ingredient stability, but only on its protonation state. The release
mechanism dynamics is described as follows: water penetrates
inside the polymeric matrix and wets drug crystals, allowing the
dissolution of the active ingredient, which diffuses through the
microparticle. Thus, two mass balances are required, for the
loaded and the dissolved drug, respectively:
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where CD,load and CD,sol are the molar concentration of the loaded
and the solubilized drug, respectively, CD,lim is the drug
solubilization limit, kC,D

int is the mass transfer coefficient related
to drug crystallites inside the polymeric matrix, and DD is the
diffusion coefficient of the active ingredient in the device. In
particular, eq 7.a represents the dissolution rate of drug crystals,
described through the Noyes−Whitney equation.49 It is assumed

that only one drug solid phase exists and that no significant
recrystallization occurs during drug release. It must be pointed
out that kC,D

int is a lumped parameter since it contains the
influence of drug crystallites dispersion (that is, the number of
drug particles per unit volume) and characteristic dimension,
which determines the specific surface available for dissolution.
For the dissolved drug, one boundary condition imposes a

concentration profile symmetry at the microparticle center, while
at the microparticle/environment interface the mass transfer
resistance at particle surface is taken into account (eq 6); drug
bulk concentration is equal to 0, in order to reproduce the
periodic removal of surrounding water. The initial value of
solubilized drug is equal to zero, while the initial value of loaded
drug is determined by the effective drug loading, considering, as
said, a uniform active ingredient dispersion through the matrix.

Model Parameter Estimation. The involved parameters
are essentially related to polymer degradation phenomena and
transport phenomena inside the polymeric matrix. Because the
model is based on first-principles, such quantities have a specific
physical meaning (kinetic constants, diffusion coefficients, and so
on) and thus can be independently and robustly estimated from
experimental data.
The hydrolysis kinetic constant kd is fitted from experimental

data, from time evolution of weight-average molecular weight. As
for diffusion coefficients, the model assumes an expression that

Table 1. Simulation Input Data for Drug-Free and Lidocaine-Loaded Microparticles; Experimental Data Taken from Siepmann et
al.44

drug-free particles lidocaine-loaded particles

radius (μm) 7.9 55 7.2 53
MWmon (g mol

−1) 83 83 83 83
ρpol (g cm

−3) 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
MWw (g mol

−1) 29310 29050 31830 32440
PD 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Dolig

0 (cm2 s−1) 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10

DW
0 (cm2 s−1) 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8

DD
0 (cm2 s−1)a 3.972 × 10−14 1.324 × 10−12

DD,eff
0 (cm2 s−1)a 9.146 × 10−15 3.107 × 10−13

kC,D
int (s−1)a 5.635 × 10−5 4.682 × 10−5

CD,lim (mol cm−3)b 2.791 × 10−5 2.791 × 10−5

drug load (% w/w) 4 4
kd (mol

−2 cm6 s−1)a 1.386 × 10−3 1.673 × 10−3 2.125 × 10−3 3.287 × 10−3

aFitted from experimental data. bTaken from ref 51.

Table 2. Simulation Input Data for Ibuprofen-Loaded and Paclitaxel-LoadedMicroparticles; Experimental Data Taken fromKlose
et al.45 and Elkharratz et al.43

Klose et al.45 ibuprofen-loaded particles Elkharratz et al.43 paclitaxel-loaded particles

radius (μm) 13 57.5 9.4 (with DENA) 9.4 (without DENA)
MWmon (g mol

−1) 83 83 83 83
ρpol (g cm

−3) 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
MWw (g mol

−1) 35170 34050 40000 40000
PD 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Dolig

0 (cm2 s−1) 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−10

DW
0 (cm2 s−1) 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8 1 × 10−8

DD
0 (cm2 s−1)a 3.424 × 10−10 3.926 × 10−9 2.378 × 10−12

DD,eff
0 (cm2 s−1)a 3.043 × 10−13 2.185 × 10−12 7.04 × 10−15c

kC,D
int [s−1]a 4.635 × 10−2 2.896 × 10−2 8.463 × 10−5

CD,lim (mol cm−3)b 1.170 × 10−7 1.170 × 10−7 0.6 × 10−6

drug load (% w/w) 4 4 18
kd (mol

−2 cm6 s−1)a 2.016 × 10−3 3.197 × 10−3 5.571 × 10−3 4.062 × 10−4

aFitted from experimental data. bTaken from refs 52 (ibuprofen) and 53 (paclitaxel). cFitted assuming a nonuniform initial drug distribution.
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takes into account the diffusivity increase as hydrolysis occurs
through time and spatial evolution of number-average molecular
weight MWn, as presented in our previous works:33,34
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where Di
0 is the diffusion coefficient of the ith oligomer

(including monomeric units) before the degradation onset.
Note that eq 8 is also employed to describe the diffusivity of

both water and drug. This functional form was used for all
simulation performed.
Number-average molecular weight can be computed from

statistical moments:

μ
μ
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where MWmon is the monomer molecular weight.
Both Ddrug

0 and kC,D
int are estimated from in vitro release data.

Since the number-average molecular weight depends on both
time and space, Di must be included into the spatial derivative
operator that appears in the mass balances. The mass transfer
coefficient for the ith species kC,i

ext, related to the microparticle
surface and the external surrounding environment, is evaluated
from the Sherwood number, which is equal to 2 for spherical
systems in stagnant conditions:50

= =Sh
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C,
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All input parameters used in the simulations are reported in
Tables 1 and 2.

■ NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The proposed equations constitute a single system that describes
the synergic effects of all involved phenomena. In an in vitro
environment, diffusion phenomena (and thus drug release) are
influenced by polymer degradation, which depends on the local
concentration of both water and diffusing oligomer chains.
The obtained system of partial differential equations has been

solved applying the method of lines:54 spatial derivatives are
approximated through finite differences by means of a centered
formulation. The resulting system of ordinary differential
equations (ODE) (where time is now the only independent
variable) is then numerically integrated with the ode15s algorithm
as implemented in MATLAB. The fitting procedure has been
performed through the Levenberg−Marquardt algorithm as
implemented in MATLAB. The overall ODE number is equal to

15np, where np is the number of discretization points of the
spatial coordinate; np values range from 200 to 400 and have
been chosen so that the error related to drug release is kept below
0.5% during integration. Error estimation, concerning both
polymer degradation and drug release, has been carried out by
means of mass balances; details are reported in the Supporting
Information. The required CPU time ranges from 1 to 5min on a
common laptop, according to the chosen np value and the
simulated time span; computational efficiency has been greatly
improved through JPattern command implemented in MAT-
LAB, which takes advantage of the sparsity of Jacobian matrix.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Lidocaine-Loaded Microparticles. Siepmann et al.44

characterized the degradation of both drug-free and lidocaine-
loaded microparticles having different particle radii, between 7.2
and 55 μm. The authors described hydrolysis kinetics with a
simple pseudo-first order model:

= −t k tMW ( ) MW exp( )w 0 deg (11)

where MWw is weight-average molecular weight, MW0 is the
initial molecular weight of undegraded device, t is time, and kdeg is
degradation rate constant.
In particular, the degradation rate constants increase as the size

of the microspheres increases, suggesting an autocatalytic effect.
As shown in Figure 1, the model presented here is able to
quantitatively predict the molecular weight decrease for both
drug-free and drug-loaded devices; for the sake of clarity, only
results involving the smallest and the largest microspheres are
here presented. The initial weight-average molecular weight
MWw of each particle is listed in Table 1. All other plots show a
good agreement with experimental data, and fitted constants are
consistent among each other. For the sake of completeness,
omitted data are reported in the Supporting Information.
As microsphere size increases, degradation kinetic constants

increase as well, from 1.386× 10−3 to 1.673× 10−3 cm6mol−2 s−1

for drug-free particles and from 2.125× 10−3 to 3.287× 10−3 cm6

mol−2 s−1 for drug-loaded particles. Generally speaking,
hydrolysis constants for drug-loaded microparticles can be seen
as “lumped” parameters since they implicitly account for the drug
effect on the degradation kinetic mechanism. In this case,
hydrolysis constants are slightly higher for lidocaine-loaded
microspheres than for drug-free ones, suggesting a present but
limited influence of the active ingredient on device degradation
behavior.10,14 Moreover, for both drug-free and drug-loaded
particles, the kinetic constant increases as the microsphere radius
increases, underlining the connection between device size and
autocatalytic effect.

Figure 1. Experimental (squares and diamonds) and predicted (continuous and dashed lines) molecular weight loss for drug-free (a) and drug-loaded
(b) microparticles. Size values refer to microsphere radii. Experimental data taken from Siepmann et al.44
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A comparison between the time evolution of weight-average
molecular weight obtained through the here proposedmodel and
a pseudo first order kinetics model is shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen that these two models lead to comparable results; the main
difference lies in the modeling approach. A pseudo first order
kinetics model is useful for a preliminary quantitative evaluation
of device degradation, but it lacks a high enough level of detail to
offer insights about mass loss or concentration profiles of the
hydrolysis products. In contrast, the here proposed model allows
a detailed characterization of microparticle behavior, and being
based on first-principles, it can be used to obtain quantitative
predictions.
The predicted mass loss rate (Figure 3) increases as size

increases. Although oligomers experience longer diffusive paths,
autocatalysis accelerates the degradation kinetics and therefore
particles’ porosity, thus enhancing the mass loss rate. This
explanation is consistent with the data presented by Siepmann et
al. regarding lidocaine release from such devices: experimental
release rate has not a strong dependence on microsphere size,
suggesting that the effect due to longer diffusive paths is balanced
by a more pronounced porosity and thus diffusivity increases.
This is not intuitive since diffusive paths increase as particle

radius increases and slower rates for big devices would be
expected.
The time evolution of mass loss can be divided in two different

phases. In the first one, a relevant molecular weight decrease
(Figure 2) is coupled with a negligible or null mass loss (Figure
3); even though degradation takes place and polymer chains are
hydrolyzed in smaller fragments, there is only a negligible
fraction of water-soluble oligomers that diffuses and leaves the
matrix. During the second phase, there is an increased
production of small oligomers due to the degradation of small
fragments, which causes the attainment of the mass loss.
For the description of lidocaine release, a comparison between

experimental data and the calculated release profile is
represented in Figure 4; again, for the sake of clarity, only
results involving the smallest radius (7.2 μm, Figure 4a) and the
largest radius (53 μm, Figure 4b) are here presented, while all
plots are available in the Supporting Information. The model
adequately reproduces the experimental trend and thus provides
a good description of the synergic effects of solubilization
dynamics, drug diffusion, and porosity increase due to
degradation.

Figure 2.Comparison between detailed model (continuous line) and the pseudo first order kinetics model (dashed line) prediction of molecular weight
loss for 7.9 μm (a) and 55 μm (b) microparticles. Experimental data (squares) taken from Siepmann et al.44

Figure 3. Predicted mass loss for drug-free (a) and lidocaine-loaded (b) microparticles.

Figure 4. Experimental (squares) and predicted (continuous lines) release profiles for 7.2 μm microparticles (a) and 53 μm microparticles (b).
Experimental data taken from Siepmann et al.44
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Experimental data fitting provided solubilization constant kC
int

values equal to 5.635 × 10−5 and 4.682 × 10−5 s−1 and diffusion
coefficientDdrug

0 values equal to 3.972 × 10−14 and 1.324 × 10−12

cm2 s−1 for 7.2 and 53 μm devices, respectively. For the
solubilization constants, it can be seen that the values are quite
similar; this indicates that the distribution and the dimension of
drug crystallites in the matrix are not affected by the
microparticle size. In contrast, the diffusion coefficient increases
as microsphere radius increases. This trend reflects once more
how in larger particles the longer diffusive paths are balanced by
an enhanced porosity increase (due to a more pronounced
autocatalytic effect). In other words, diffusion cannot be
decoupled from reaction: a reasonable expression to account
for this interdependency is given by eq 9, although the fitting
results suggest that this is not yet the “universal” relationship, as
otherwise the diffusion coefficient should have been size-
independent.
Notably, a further increase of the solubilization constant has

no influence on the release behavior. Such evidence can be
explained by defining the solubilization (τsol) and diffusion (τdiff)
characteristic times, as follows:

τ =
k

1
sol

C,D
int

(12)

τ = R
Ddiff

2

D,ave (13)

where R is microparticle radius and DD,ave is a time and radius-
averaged drug diffusion coefficient since this value varies both in
time and space during degradation, as explained above.
Simulations allowed obtaining τsol values of 0.205 and 0.247
days, and τdiff values of 17.141 and 25.185 days for 7.2 and 53 μm
microspheres, respectively, in good accordance with the
experimental data reported in Figure 3. With the characteristic
diffusion time much larger than the solubilization one, drug
release is first of all determined by diffusion phenomena.
Increasing solubilization constant kC,D

int, implies a τsol decrease,
but since diffusion still plays the rate-determining step in drug
release, this dissolution enhancement has no effect on the final
behavior.
As recently reviewed,49 although drug solubilization actually

occurs and constitutes a physical step in the involved
phenomena, drug release can be described by means of the
diffusion equation only. This implies that, in the resulting system,
eqs 6.a and 6.b are substituted by the following expressions:

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

∂
∂

⎛
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where CD is drug concentration and DD,eff is the effective drug
diffusion coefficient, expressed with the same formalism
represented by eq 9, and here reported for the sake of
completeness (eq 15). Such approach provides a lumped
description of drug solubilization and diffusion. In particular,
the diffusion coefficient, which appears in eqs 14 and 15, is not
strictly a diffusivity value because it implicitly accounts for the
solubilization effects, but an overall effective value.
A quantitative evaluation can be seen in Figure 5, where the

detailed and the simplified drug release predictions (accounting
both solubilization and diffusion, and diffusion only, respec-
tively) are compared along with experimental data.
It can be seen that both methods provide a good agreement

with experimental data and are thus essentially equivalent; in
particular, DD,eff

0 values are equal to 9.146 × 10−15 and 3.107 ×
10−13 cm2 s−1 for 7.2 and 53 μm systems, respectively, against
diffusivity values equal to 3.972 × 10−13 and 1.324 × 10−12 cm2

s−1 referred to the detailed model. Effective diffusion coefficients
values are lower since they also contain dissolution dynamics;
such trend has been observed also by Siepmann et al.49 Notably,
the lumped diffusivity value becomes closer to the diffusion
coefficient related to the dissolution−diffusion approach as size
increases; for larger microspheres the role of diffusion is more
important than the dissolution one since the diffusive paths are
longer.
From a physical point of view, the agreement with

experimental data means that, for the system under investigation,
the rate-determining step in drug release is the active ingredient
diffusion through the device (as shown by the characteristic times
analysis), and the dissolution can thus be safely neglected.
Although this approach offers a simplified view of the involved
phenomena, it requires only one fitting parameter (the effective
diffusion coefficient) and hence reduces model complexity.
However, a detailed model is required in order to achieve an
exhaustive understanding of the involved phenomena, their
mutual synergy, and the role of each physical step.
Another meaningful analysis concerning transport phenomena

mechanisms involves the influence of the mass transfer
coefficient kC,D

ext. Simulations showed that increasing or
decreasing kC,D

ext up to 2 orders of magnitude has no influence
on the drug release rate, as shown in Figure 6, where release rates
computed changing kC,D

ext are superimposed. Such evidence has
a physical meaning, that is, drug diffusion is confirmed to be the
determining step for drug release. This assumption is consistent
with the results obtained by Siepmann and co-workers.44

Figure 5. Comparison between detailed and simplified drug release description for 7.2 μm microparticles (a) and 53 μm microparticles (b).
Experimental data (squares) taken from Siepmann et al.44
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Such evidence can be again explained in terms of characteristic
times; the mass transfer characteristic time τmt can be defined as
follows:

τ =
k a

1
mt

C,D
ext

(16)

where a is specific surface, that is, the ratio between microsphere
surface and volume. Focusing on the example presented in Figure
5, τmt values range from 9.363× 10−2 to 9.363× 102 s (less than 1
day, depending on kC,D

ext value), against a characteristic diffusion
time equal to 25.162 days, much higher than the mass transfer
one. This approach thus provides a quantitative proof of the
dominant role of diffusion in drug release for the system under
investigation. For the sake of completeness, the τmt value referred
to 7.2 μm system is equal to 0.173 s, confirming the validity of the
obtained results also for smaller particles.
Ibuprofen-LoadedMicroparticles.Klose et al.45 expanded

the work of Siepmann and co-workers44 by synthesizing
ibuprofen-loaded PLGA microparticles having different radii,
ranging from 13 to 57.5 μm; they described degradation through
a pseudo first order kinetics, evidencing an autocatalytic effect
since the fitted kinetic constants increase as particle size
increases. The here proposed model can satisfactorily describe
the microparticles’ molecular weight loss, as shown in Figure 7.
The kinetic constant values range from 2.016 × 10−3 to 3.364

× 10−3 cm6 mol−2 s−1, similarly to lidocaine-loaded micro-
particles, still suggesting the attainment of a limited drug

influence on device degradation and the importance of
autocatalytic effect, which increases as size increases.
Furthermore, for drug release, the model provides a good

agreement with experimental data. Again, for the sake of clarity,
only release profiles related to the smallest and the biggest sizes
are here presented, while the remaining calculations (related to
the remaining particle sizes) are reported in the Supporting
Information.
Solubilization constant values equal to 4.635 × 10−2 and 2.896

× 10−2 s−1 and initial diffusion coefficients values equal to 3.424
× 10−10 and 3.926 × 10−9 cm2 s−1 have been obtained for 13 and
57.5 μm microparticles, respectively, from experimental data
fitting (Figure 8). As previously seen for lidocaine-loaded
particles, solubilization constants result very close to each other
for the differently sized particles, indicating a similar drug
dispersion. Diffusion coefficients increase as size increases, again
as seen for lidocaine-loaded microparticles.
A comparison with lidocaine-loaded microspheres leads to

interesting results. Even though lidocaine and ibuprofen have
comparable molecular weights and steric hindrance and the
initial drug loading is the same for both devices, ibuprofen release
occurs more rapidly than the lidocaine one. Solubilization
constants for ibuprofen are about 3 orders of magnitude larger
than the ones obtained for lidocaine, and this trend may be
related to drug dispersion. In order to explain the observed trend,
it may be assumed that in ibuprofen-loaded particles the drug is
dispersed through a huge number of small crystallites, which
possess a high specific surface promoting dissolution. Lidocaine
instead leads to a reduced number of bigger crystallites, thus
causing a slower drug solvation.
The diffusion coefficients trend can be explained considering

the drug solubilization limit; such value is equal to 2.791 × 10−5

mol cm−3 for lidocaine51 and 1.170 × 10−7 mol cm−3 for
ibuprofen.52 This means that, in water-filled pores, drug diffusion
occurs in a more diluted solution and thus diffusion is faster. This
also suggests that drug/polymer interactions, which may take
place as drug diffuses, cannot entirely explain the different release
dynamics. The obtained ibuprofen diffusion coefficients values
are consistent since they are about 3 orders of magnitude lower
than ibuprofen self-diffusion coefficient in water, equal to 5.47 ×
10−6 cm2 s−1.55

The description of drug release by means of the diffusion
equation only, and thus neglecting dissolution, provides a good
agreement with experimental data (Figure 9).
It can be seen that both simplified and detailed models provide

a good agreement with experimental data. In particular, DD,eff
0

values equal to 3.043 × 10−13 and 2.185 × 10−12 cm2 s−1 have
been obtained for 13 and 57.5 μm microspheres, respectively.
Characteristic time analysis showed that also for ibuprofen-
loaded microparticles diffusion plays a key role during the release
of drug.

Paclitaxel-Loaded Microparticles. Elkharratz et al.43

synthesized and characterized paclitaxel-loaded microspheres.
In particular, they evaluated the effect of N,N-diethylnicotina-
mide (DENA) in the surrounding medium on both polymer
degradation and drug release. This ingredient enhances drug
solubility up to 2000 times,43 allowing to overcome the problem
of low paclitaxel solubility in water environment (about 0.6 ×
10−6 mol cm−353). Experimental data showed that the presence
of DENA in the surrounding medium accelerates not only
paclitaxel release but also molecular weight decrease. This is due
to the DENA catalytic effect43 since hydrolysis is also catalyzed
by bases.10 The model does not take explicitly into account the

Figure 6. Experimental (squares) and computed (continuous lines)
drug release from 53 μm lidocaine-loaded microparticles at different
kC,D

ext values. Experimental data taken from Siepmann et al.44

Figure 7. Experimental (squares) and predicted (continuous and
dashed lines) molecular weight loss for ibuprofen-loaded microparticles.
Size values refer to microsphere radii. Experimental data taken from
Klose et al.45
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presence of DENA in the surrounding medium, but its effect is
accounted for in the estimated kinetic constant, similarly to the
drug effect on degradation, as discussed above. Simulations
showed a good agreement with experimental data (Figure 10).

The kinetic constant, whenDENA is added to the surrounding
medium, is equal to 5.571 × 10−3 cm6 mol−2 s−1, while a value
equal to 4.062 × 10−4 cm6 mol−2 s−1 is obtained for sole buffer
saline solution medium. Such evaluation suggests that polymer
degradation is about ten times faster when DENA is used to
increase paclitaxel solubility.53

For drug release, the here proposed model provides only a
reasonable agreement with experimental data, with both
dissolution−diffusion and diffusion approaches. In order to
overcome such limit, calculations have been performed assuming
a nonuniform initial drug distribution; there is evidence that, in
polymeric microparticles, highly hydrophobic drugs (such as
paclitaxel) are not uniformly dispersed but are mainly located in

the device core. Raman et al.,56 e.g., studied piroxicam
distribution in PLGA microparticles, highlighting a nonhomoge-
neous piroxicam distribution in 50 μm devices. The initial
paclitaxel distribution has been described as follows:

α β= = − +⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠⎟C r t C

r
R

( , 0) expD D,0
(17)

where α and β are dimensionless arbitrary parameters, R is the
microparticle radius, and CD,0 is a parameter computed by
imposing that the integral of eq 17 over the microparticle volume
is equal to the experimental drug loading:

∫π α β= − +⎜ ⎟
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where MD is the initial drug amount, in molar terms, in the
microsphere. A paclitaxel distribution mainly located in the
particle center can be reasonably described with α and β values
equal to 30 and 1.2 × 10−4, respectively (Figure 11a). For the
sake of simplicity, calculations made adopting such initial drug
distribution have been carried out using the diffusion approach,
thus assuming that drug dissolution is not the determining step in
drug release. Since the active ingredient dispersion is not
uniform, it is reasonable to assume that crystallite number and
dimension (and thus, specific surface) strongly vary with drug
concentration. Thus, dissolution cannot be described adopting a
constant value of kC,D

int, but a functional dependence of this
parameter with respect to drug concentration or crystallite
characteristic dimension should be given.
As shown in Figure 11b, a nonuniform drug distribution

allowed reproducing the experimental release rate; the good
agreement with experimental data confirms that diffusion is still
the determining step in drug release, and it underlines that the
initial drug distribution plays also an important role in the overall
device behavior.

Figure 8. Experimental (squares) and predicted (continuous lines) release profiles for 13 μm microparticles (a) and 57.5 μm microparticles (b).
Experimental data taken from Klose et al.45

Figure 9. Comparison between detailed and simplified drug release description for 13 μm microparticles (a) and 57.5 μm microparticles (b).
Experimental data (squares) taken from Klose et al.45

Figure 10. Experimental (squares) and predicted (continuous and
dashed lines) molecular weight loss with and without N,N-
diethylnicotinamide (DENA) in the surrounding medium. Experimen-
tal data taken from Elkharratz et al.43
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Simulations have been performed using a paclitaxel effective
diffusion coefficient equal to 7.04 × 10−15 cm2 s−1. It should be
highlighted that α and β values are arbitrarily chosen since the
effective drug distribution in the microspheres was not
investigated by Elkharratz and co-workers. However, this does
not affect the main result of this analysis, that is, the influence of
drug distribution on release profile. As shown in Figure 11b, the
predicted release rate trend is in good agreement with the
experimental one when an initial nonuniform drug distribution is
adopted, while a uniform distribution is not able to reproduce the
experimental evidence.
In order to investigate the effect of a nonuniform drug

distribution on release rate, additional simulations have been
carried out varying α and β (compare to Table 3); for the sake of
simplicity, DD,eff

0 has been kept constant and equal to 7.04 ×
10−15 cm2 s−1, as previously found.

Notably, calculations show that the initial drug distribution
(Figure 12a) has a significant effect on drug release (Figure 12b);
the model thus suggests that an experimental control of drug
dispersion could be used as a device design parameter in order to
properly tune the release of active ingredients.
Theoretical Predictions. In this framework, the model has

been validated only by means of fitting from each set of
experimental data, and thus could be considered empirical or
semiempirical although it derives from a first-principles
approach.

For the sake of completeness, it should be pointed out that
fitted parameters are hydrolysis kinetic constant kd, drug
diffusion coefficient before degradation onset DD

0, and
solubilization constant kC,D

int. When dissolution dynamics are
neglected, the model requires only two fitted parameters, i.e., kd
and the effective drug diffusion coefficient before degradation
onset DD,eff

0. The remaining parameters represent physical
properties (such as polymer density) or reasonable estimations
(such as water diffusion coefficient within the polymeric matrix).
First of all, it can be seen that hydrolysis kinetic constants

values for drug-free microparticles vary in a limited range; using a
unique average kd value (1.53 × 10−3 mol−2 cm6 s−1) leads to
good agreement with experimental data for all considered sizes,
which means that autocatalysis behavior is reproduced at least
from a qualitative point of view, as shown in Figure 13.
This is no longer true when dealing with drug-loaded

microparticles since hydrolysis kinetic constants have a non-
negligible variation as radius increases, suggesting that the loaded
drug can influence degradation behavior. The effect of the active
principle on the overall hydrolysis process is not explicitly taken
into account in population balances, and the observed differences
within kd values could be expected. In this situation, the model
validity can lie in the prediction of variable trends, which can be
used in order to make theoretical predictions, as demonstrated,
e.g., by Faisant et al.57

Kinetic constants for drug-loaded particles have been fitted
from three different experimental data sets among the four ones
available from the manuscript of Siepmann et al.,44 in order to
determine a quantitative relationship between kd and particle size
(Figure 14a). A kinetic constant value equal to 2.74× 10−3 mol−2

cm6 s−1 is obtained for the fourth data set related to 37 μm
particles and used for theoretical prediction concerning polymer
degradation, which is in good agreement with experimental data
(Figure 14b).

Figure 11. Nonuniform drug distribution with respect to particle radius (a) and comparison between predicted (continuous and dashed lines) and
experimental paclitaxel release (squares) from 18.8 μm microparticles (b). Experimental data taken from Elkharratz et al.43

Table 3. Values of α and β Used in Simulations

simulation α β

1 15 1.2 × 10−3

2 7 1.2 × 10−2

3 40 1.2 × 10−5

Figure 12.Nonuniform normalized drug distributions with respect to particle radius (a) and predicted paclitaxel release from 9.4 μmmicroparticles (b).
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The same procedure can be applied for drug release
predictions: three experimental data sets are used in order to
establish a quantitative relationship between the drug diffusion
coefficient before degradation onsetDD

0 and predict the value for
the fourth set (Figure 15a). Dissolution constant has been
estimated as an average value since it varies in a limited range and
does not show a strong size dependence. Thus, 37 μm
microparticle simulation has been performed using DD

0 and
kC,D

int values equal to 5.839× 10−13 cm2 s−1 and 5.047× 10−5 s−1,
respectively.
As shown in Figure 15b, although the predicted release profile

exhibits a slight underestimation of experimental data (data
fitting for 37 μmmicrospheres would lead to aDD

0 value equal to
8.048 × 10−13 cm2 s−1), the agreement can be considered
satisfactory.

This confirms that the model is able to predict variable trend,
allowing to make theoretical predictions for arbitrarily particle
size values.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The present work has been devoted to the development and the
validation of a mathematical model able to describe the behavior
of drug-loaded polymeric microparticles, in terms of degradation
and drug release. Polymer degradation has been characterized
taking into account the autocatalytic effect due to the acidic
environment within the device, while drug release has been
described considering also the solubilization dynamics of drug
crystallites.
The model derives from a first-principles approach: this means

that every involved parameter has a physical meaning and can be
robustly estimated from experimental data. Because of this, and
thanks to a satisfactory validation, the here proposed model can

Figure 13. Experimental (squares) and predicted (continuous lines) time evolution of weight-average molecular weight for 7.9 μm (a) and 55 μm (b)
microparticles using a unique average kd value equal to 1.53 × 10−3 mol−2 cm6 s−1. Size values refer to microsphere radii. Experimental data taken from
Siepmann et al.44

Figure 14. Size dependence of hydrolysis constant for drug-loaded devices (a) and comparison between experimental (squares) and predicted
(continuous line) time evolution of weight-average molecular weight for 37 μm particles. Experimental data taken from Siepmann et al.44

Figure 15. Size dependence of drug diffusion coefficient before degradation onset (a) and comparison between experimental (squares) and predicted
(continuous line) time evolution of drug release profile for 37 μm particles. Experimental data taken from Siepmann et al.44
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be employed to perform an in silico evaluation of the influence of
the most relevant device design variables, becoming a valuable
tool to optimize experimental activity. Moreover, the estimated
parameters reflect the peculiarities of each system: a higher
hydrolysis kinetic constant for drug-loaded devices, e.g., may
suggest the presence of drug influence on polymer degradation,
while different values of drug dissolution constant may indicate a
different distribution of active pharmaceutical ingredient within
the matrix, in terms of numbers and dimensions of crystallites.
The influence of estimated parameters has been properly

discussed through a simple but effective analysis, carried out by
means of characteristic times, highlighting the main role
possessed by diffusion in the drug release process. The effect
of a nonuniform initial drug distribution into the device has been
proposed, in order to reproduce an experimental trend, which
could not be satisfactorily predicted assuming a homogeneous
active ingredient dispersion. From the authors’ best knowledge, it
is the first time that, in a mathematical modeling framework, the
influence of initial drug dispersion on the release profile has been
underlined.
Quantitative relationships between particles size and both

hydrolysis kinetic constant and drug diffusion coefficient before
degradation onset could be obtained for drug-loaded devices.
Such relationships were used to make theoretical predictions of
both device degradation and drug release kinetics, whose validity
has been confirmed through a good agreement with experimental
data.
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